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AN AMBITIOUS GOAL
University Hospital Zürich undertakes an ambitious goal in working
to re-establish immune tolerance in multiple sclerosis

I

nvestigators at University Hospital Zürich focus on gaining a
better understanding of what goes wrong when young
individuals, and particularly women, develop multiple sclerosis
(MS). This often devastating disease of the central nervous system
usually starts with transient loss of vision, lack of sensation,
muscle weakness or co-ordination. While recovery from disease
bouts is very good at the onset, MS may lead to severe disability
over the coming decades.

Losing the ability to walk, fatigue and other neurological deficits
severely impair the patient’s quality of life, and often result in loss
of their job. Treatments with approved drugs and indirect costs are
among the highest for any disease of young adults. Hence, the
impact of MS for the individual and society at large is very high.
Despite continued progress in the development of new treatments
for MS, none of the approved drugs treat the disease at its roots,
and most come with considerable side effects. Research at the
section of Neuroimmunology and MS Research (NIMS) in Zürich
intends to take an important step towards major advances in this
area. Further, the University of Zürich only recently launched a
programme to promote strategic areas of research in the clinical
field (clinical research priority programme CRPP). Multiple
sclerosis was selected as one focus theme (CRPPMS), and under
this umbrella new research collaborations and initiatives in basic,
translational and clinical research were started.
MS has long been known as a prototypic autoimmune disease
(AID) in which the patient’s immune system attacks cells and
tissues of their own central nervous system (CNS) as if they were
an invading pathogen like a virus. The results of this misguided
immune response are damaged nerve fibres and demyelination,
the destruction of the insulating sheath around them that assures
fast nerve conduction. This so-called ‘autoimmune response’ is
similar in many respects to what happens in a patient with
rheumatoid arthritis or Type 1 diabetes; however, the target tissue
is different in each of these AIDs. Immunologists have, for a long
time, tried to understand what goes awry in a patient developing
one of these AIDs. Why immune responses to pathogens remain
largely normal but the immune system fails to distinguish foreign
invaders from self-tissue for a specific tissue in our body is the
puzzling question. Normally, our immune cells learn during
development what ‘self’ is, and this state of immune tolerance is
tightly maintained. However, at some point in the life of a
genetically predisposed individual a common viral infection may
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activate immune cells as part of the physiological defence in a
way that leads to triggering the autoimmune process against the
brain in MS or joint tissue in rheumatoid arthritis.
The mechanisms of why immune tolerance is broken in MS, which
antigens of the brain and spinal cord are attacked by immune
cells, and how one may turn this knowledge into an efficient
treatment that re-establishes self-tolerances are core interests at
NIMS in Zürich. Such a therapy that would gently readjust immune
recognition offers the prospect of solving the disease at its roots.
Further, since it intends to correct only those few cells that went
wrong, it should avoid the sometimes severe side effects of
approved treatments that compromise not only the cells causing
the autoimmune process but, unspecifically, also those that
protect us from infections or cancer.
Despite many setbacks in investigations towards this goal,
important steps have recently been taken. The target antigens in
MS are not fully known, but components of the myelin sheath that
is wrapped around nerve fibres as an insulating and nurturing
layer have been identified (Ref. 1). Based on very promising data
in animal models of MS (Ref. 2), the group in Zürich uses parts of

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the manufacture process of ETIMS
product and its translation from mice to humans: Autologous PBMC
are collected by leukapheresis and subsequently pulsed with seven
myelin peptides in the presence of EDC in a closed, GMP
manufacturing process before being re-infused in patients on the same
day. (adapted from Lutterotti et al. Sci Transl Med 5, 188ra75 (2013))
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myelin proteins, so-called ‘peptides’, to bind them to the surface
of carrier cells of the patient by a coupling agent (see Fig. 1) in
their treatment regimen. As a result, these cells rapidly begin to
undergo a process of programmed cell death called apoptosis.
Apoptosis is the body’s mechanism to sort out cells that have
reached the end of their lifespan in a way that is recognised by
the immune system as ‘normal’ and does not lead to immune
activation or even actively avoids it. Every day of our lives, billions
of blood cells are safely removed in the spleen and, to a lesser
extent, in the liver, avoiding an initiation of autoreactive immune
responses. This is exactly the mechanism which is thought to be
important in the context of this therapeutic approach. After
manufacturing the ‘cell product’ (see Fig. 1), it is given back to the
patient by a short infusion. Within the patient’s body the apoptotic
cells together with the coupled myelin peptides are transported to
the spleen and liver, where they mediate the tolerance signal. In
animal models these steps have been studied in great detail (Ref.
2), and first testing in a so-called ‘phase I’ clinical trial looks very
promising (Ref. 3).
The ‘Establish Tolerance in MS’ (ETIMS) approach with myelin
peptide-coupled, fixed antigen-presenting cells was tolerated well
and was safe in this first trial. Further, mechanistic studies
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indicate that the goal of specifically silencing myelin-specific T
lymphocytes can be achieved. The first-in-man testing during
phase I focused on tolerability and safety. Investigators at NIMS
(Andreas Lutterotti, Mireia Sospedra and Roland Martin) and the
entire clinical and research team of the group are now preparing
for the next steps, a phase II clinical trial that shall establish
efficacy of the approach using magnetic resonance imaging as a
surrogate outcome. Provided that this trial is also successful, the
ETIMS approach will hopefully be developed towards approval.
The ambitious goal of re-establishing tolerance in MS thus
appears within reach in the next few years.
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